I am writing this letter to support Miss’s application for ISTernship. I am a lecturer of
Course and have met Miss as one of my third year students listening this course.
Miss was one of the students who asked several questions after each topic to dig into
the details of molecular processes we studied as well as some "why" questions nobody
knows the answer up-to-date. This all characterizes Miss as interested in science
person with high thirst for knowledge and truth!
Miss proved her knowledge during the exam, I gave her the best mark on the class
(score 95, sure that she is really the top 5% of the class in the other subjects).
The fact Miss has been participating research at Institute for approximately two years
demonstrates she is more than good student learning theory, but a practically selfdeveloped young researcher. She also has a co-authority in the article. Even if
contribution is small, this is a very good start in her age.
Miss's excellent academic knowledge as well as her experience in science allow me to
conclude that she can plan experiments on a certain level in the molecular biology
and cell physiology. This includes ability to work with literature, search for desired
information, good academic English and knowledge of some bio-informatics tools as
well as experimental skills that have to be described in her CV and confirmed by her
scientific supervisor.
As far as I know, Miss has firmly decided to continue her scientific carrier and acquire
a Ph.D. degree. From the nearest in order to graduate university with good grades and
enroll international program for acquiring Master Degree or to go straight for Ph.D.
She has an interest in molecular biology, physiology and systemic approach in biology.
I think she deserves the chance for the best education available.
Generally, Miss is a well-mannered, friendly and easy-going person, she is perfectly
able to work in a team. I can strongly endorse Miss's application and I am pretty sure
that she would succeed efficiently.

